Beyond FDI: Building Endogenous Capabilities through ecosystem development
INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE OF OIC COUNTRIES
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MAJOR OBSTACLES and CHALLENGES FOR INVESTMENT

1. Political Instabilities
2. Macroeconomic Vulnerabilities
3. Infrastructure Challenges
4. Quality of Institutions
5. Investment Barriers
6. Limited Trade Openness
The New Business Model of IsDB

The Road to the SDGs
The President’s Programme
A New Business Model for a Fast-Changing World

The New Strategic Shift under the President’s 5-Year Program

“One-way” Development Finance/Assistance Model

- One-way engagement with MCs
- Centralized model
- Finance focused
- Governments focused

Platform Development Model

- Platform model connecting supply and demand in development
- Decentralized model
- STI focused
- People focused

Based on comparative advantage of industry

Natural potential

Triangle of IsDB value chain approach

Dynamic potential

Surplus and spillover potential

Forward-looking approach using projections and indicators for future potential of products

Maximising value-added potential and interlinkages driven by forward and backward linkages
IsDB Center of Excellence in Kuala Lumpur

Policy & Regulation

Technical Capacity

Investments and Business Matching

On the ground presence & support

Facilitate tailored policy enhancement through exchange of good practices

Support capacity building through targeted twinning Programs & RLs

Platform for business matching and investments through IsDB Entities

Leveraging IsDB regional presence in Africa, MENA, CIS and Asia

IsDB
KL COE
Comprehensive transfer of Solutions